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ABSTRACT
The purpose ofthis investigationwas to use and evaluate a
preventative measure against reading failure at the kindergarten level.
This technique of prevention used diagnostic detection. of potential
reading difficulties followed by individualized treatment of indicated
problem areas. A careful attempt was made to answer the following
questions.
1.

What is the most effective time to begin remedial reading
instruction?

2.

Do undetected difficulties in pre-reading skills lead to
reading failure?

3.

Is the original kindergarten screening test used as efficient
as, or more efficient than, the.standardized tests in current
use?
·

4.

Which techniques and methods of instruction are most
effective for teaching pre-reading skills?

5.

Can teacher aides, given training, be used effectively for
individualized instruction?
·

The kindergarten population of a large urban public school district with a high percentage of bi-lingual (Portuguese) residents and a
history of reading problems was selected for this study.
From a group of 1,200 kindergartners a sample of 264 was
selected.

Each child received a battery of reading, achievement and di-

agnostic tests. An original Kindergarten Screening Test--to be referred
to as the KS test--was used as one of the diagnostic instruments. Those
children who failed five or more test items were included in this study.
A Campbell and Stanley two group post-test design was used as a

model.

A total of twenty schools were involved in the study. The

results of this investigation proved that:
1. The kindergarten level is a favorable and appropriate time
to begin instruction based upon diagnosed weaknesses in
pre-reading skills.
2. The value of early identification and treatment of diagnosed
weaknesses of pre-reading skills can be measured by its
effectiveness in later reading achievement.
3. The KS Test proved to be as efficient as the standardized
tests used, with clearer diagnostic implications in some
areas.
4.

Bi-lingual and slow learning children showed gains in
reading skills following early diagnosis and individualized
instruction.
·

5.

Training and use of teacher aides as tutors proved to be an
effective and useful adjunct for the classroom teacher at
kindergarten level.

In general, this program of early identification and individualized instruction was successful in bringing up to grade level those
children identified as having potential learning difficulties.
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CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
One of the important. and persistent problems in education today
is the increasing number of students who fail in reading. Expectations
for academic success are endemic to the socio-economic growth of most
American children. One of the necessary skills to achieve this end is
skill in reading; instead there is a scandalous record of reading failure.
Educators concur that there is no excuse for the continuing
record of reading failure.

Yet, it persists regardless of the voluminous

research, changing techniques of teaching reading, and an increasing
number of innovative reading systems.
This investigation attempted to find an answer to the problem
through testing and evaluating preventative measures against reading
failure. These measures consisted of diagnosis of individual weaknesses
in skill areas relevant to the acquisition of reading skills at the
kindergarten level followed by individual instruction in the incipient
problem areas. ·This treatment was found to aid the child in attaining
grade level reading skills and the time of assistance proved effective in
the learning process.
Intensive reading of other studies only indicated that there are
"Quot homines tot sententiae". However, it is hoped to stimulate interest
in preventative measures against reading failure for future investigators.

1

2

Scope of Investigation
The complex and diffuse problems originating from reading
failure have been attributed to many causes. These causes become as

.

varied as the backgrounds of the writers. Sociologists
tend to
.
emphasize population mobility and the increase in the migration of
bi-1 ingual families.

Psychologists indicate faults in the educational

patterns and a cultural trend toward visual stimuli such as pictorial
rather than verba 1 descriptions.

Co 1or coding, and the use of tapes,

audio-visual effects and verbal interchange obviate the need for
reading skills.

In addition, there are many changing or modified concepts

on the theory of instruction.l

Educators look for poor eye-hand coor-

dination, careless auditory or visual discrimination, or maturational
lag.2 Few persons tend to relate objectively to reading skill the
problems encountered by the kindergartner in his new world of words.

It

is with such an objective analysis that this study proceeded to explore.
It was within these areas directly related to the acquisition
of reading that the scope of this investigation remained.

It was

limited to the early diagnosis and development of the following skills
relevant to success in reading:

lErnest R. Hilgard and Gordon H. Bower, Theories of Learning
(New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1975, 4th Ed.), Chapters 15 and 16,
pp. 550-638.
2James C. Chalfont and Margaret A. Scheffelin, Central Processing
Dysfunctions in Children. A Review of Research, Ninds Monograph No. 9,
(Bethesda, t1d., U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 196g),
p. 148.
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1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)

Auditory discrimination of words3
Matching words - visual discrimination4
Verbal fluency 5
Speech development (correct formation of letters
and sounds aid auditory discrimination
Auditory discrimination of s and ds
Match, coordination eye-hand
-Match, coordination body
Writing numerals
Perception - reversals of either letters or numbers
Copying - shapes
Copying- letter' (different from matching as other
skills are used)
Matching - designs

These skills were evaluated for their use and effectiveness in
providing a basic groundwork from which to progress to reading success
and grade level achievement.
Research Design and Procedures
The total kindergarten population of a large urban, northeastern
city was screened for potential learning difficulties. A battery of reading,
achievement, and diagnostic tests were administered.

In addition, the IQ,

and the results of the (KS) Kindergarten Screening Test were recorded for
each student. Only those who failed five or more items on the KS test were
included in this investigation. Many of the sample population came from
bi-lingual (Portuguese speaking) family backgrounds.
3Katrina deHirsch, Jeannette Jefferson Jansky, and William S.
Langford, Predicting Reading Failure (New York: Harper &Row, 1966), p. 19.
4Edward W. Smith, Stanley W. Krause, and Mark M.. Atkinson, The
Educators' Encyclopedia (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1963), p~20.
A

6smith et al., The Educators' Encyclopedia, pp. 324-25.
7deHirsch et al ., Predicting Reading Failure, p. 24.
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Research Design
The research design used was a post test two group design #6 from
Campbell and Stanley formulated as follows:
Group 1.

R X 01

(Experimental)

Group 2.

R X 02

(Control)

Times:

1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.8

Procedure
At Time 1, potential reading failures among the total kindergarten.population were identified by the battery of pretests.
At Time 2, those pupils failing five or more items on the KS
test were separated from the total kindergarten population screened.
At Time 3, the sample population was randomly placed into Group
1 (Experimental) and Group 2 (Control).

At Time 4, all selected students received assistance in individualized instruction.

The Experimental Group received the Mahon System

exclusively, while the Control Group received the Lippincott or other
systems favored by individual schools.
At Time 5, the post test period, each group received three sets
of achievement tests.
At Time 6, the raw data was codified for computer and statistical
analysis and results compiled for analysis.
Approximately four percent failed to finish all parts of ~e
experiment.

This was caused by illness, moving away from the area, or

transfers.

Incomplete information was approximated by using the model

8Donald T. Campbell and J. C. Stanley, Ex erimental and
Experimental Designs for Research (Chicago: Rand McNally &Co.,
pp. 6-10.
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score of the particular school attended by these students.
Justification
This investigation was made because a study of reading research
at the kindergarten level indicated a lack of specific and objective data
on preventative reading measures applied at this level of instruction.
The disproportionate number of reading failures was also considered in
relation to the increase of available innovative teaching material and
remedial techniques.
It is known that an estimated four million elementary school
children remain disabled readers. That the problem is an educational one
was stressed by Ray H. Barsch, a specialist in learning difficulties.

He

said:
The failing learner is no longer a statistic of minor
significance . . . the percentage of failing students
is increasing annually. In the final analysis, the
issue is educational. This focus must be maintained
by all disciplines that·come upon the scene.9
Katrina deHirsch, a recognized authority in reading research,
emphasized the need for early identification.
Twenty years of clinical experience with intelligent,
but educationally disabled children, whose learning
drive has become severely damaged, has convinced us
that many of these children would not have required
help had their difficulties been recognized at early
ages. Early identification would ha.ve obviated the
need for later remedial measures.lO
Another aspect of early identification of potential learning
problems is that many children erroneously classified as retarded may be

9Ray H. Barsch, "Perspectives in Learning Disabilities: The Vectors
of a New Convergence," Journal of Learning Di sabi l iti es l (January 1968):
4-20.
.
lDdeHirsch et al., Predicting Reading Failure, 92.
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able to join the main stream of students receiving prescriptive teaching.
With the help of early identification, many children
of retarded mental development can enter in regular
classes for normal children, or receive help of the
kind that their handicaps require without special
services, said James Gallagher, who was Commissioner
attached to Education of the Handicapped, U.S.
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, quoted
Sara Stutz in her important article on New Horizons
for Retarded Children.ll
The reported results indicated that it was effective to begin
early diagnosis of potential reading problems followed by individual
instruction. This information may focus attention on the need for more
experimentation at the kindergarten level as a preferable time to instruct
toward reading success. Morgan and King observed that an educational
necessity to reduce the growing percentage of reading failures is
effective timing and appropriate use of relevant teaching materials.l2
Current emphasis on early maturation and developing intelligence
are further evidence of the need for this study.

Bloom stated that fifty

percent of all growth in human intelligence takes place between birth and
four years of age.l3 Developing intelligence, according to Piaget,
originates in the sensory motor and preoperational stages of growth, that
is in the early years.l4

11 Sara Stutz, "Nuevos Hori zontes para 1os Ni nos Retrasados, Se 1ecciones de Readers Digest (New Horizons for Retarded Children, Selections
from Readers Digest) (Mexico: Readers Digest), March 1975, 61-64.
~

12clifford T. Morgan and Richard A. King, introduction to Psycho(New York: McGraw~Hill, 1971, 4th ed.), p. 188.

13Benjamin S. Bloom, Stability and Change in Human Characteristics
(New York: Wiley & Sons, 1964), p. 88.
14Jean Piaget, The Origins of Intelligence (New York:
national Universities Press, 1966), p. 49.

Inter-
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It was hypothesized that the diagnosis of potential learning
problems was most effective at the kindergarten level because:
a) Such a diagnostic profile provides a tool for the teacher to
plan instruction in weak or undeveloped skill areas, and
b)

Instruction is given at a time prior to experiencing
academic failure, thus eliminating emotional blocks to
learning.

(See Chapter II, pp. 12 &13)

Haring and Ridgway advocated early identification of the child
with 1earning disabilities in order to prevent more serious 1earning
problems from occurring.l5 Another a,dvocate of early identification,
Thomas, recommended looking to the kindergarten teacher for assistance.l6
In accord with the stated purpose of this investigation, diagnosis
and evaluation was limited to the kindergarten level. The kindergarten
teacher makes a beginning in all aspects of learning that are important to
reading skills.l7
Early identification and its impact on the slow learner was
recognized by Green. Children in the United States often show most rapid
progress in reading about the time they reach a mental age of six-and-a-

15Norris G. Haring and Robert W. Ridgway, "Early Identification
of Children with Learning Disabilities," Exceptional Children 33
(February 1967): 387-95.
16Althea P. Thomas, "The Identification and Evaluation of Learning
Disabilities by the Classroom Teacher," Academic Therapy Quarterly 1
(Winter 1965-66): 82.
Reading

17constance M. McCullough and Miles A. Tinker, Teaching Elementary
(New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1968, 3rd ed.), p. 413.

,
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half. However, it is the less bright child who can show the most permanent effects of early instruction in reading.l8
Education in a democratic society is to provide a climate in
which the student may reach his potential to function as a citizen of
that society.l9
One of the functions needed to acquire optimal learning is skill
in reading.

So, it is offered that this investigation is important because

it focuses on the time of learning regarded, currently, as most effective
in the maturational pattern, and it also provides for maximal use of
school facilities.
inquiry.

No duplication of this study was found at the time of

It is presented as a useful adjunct to implement research in the

successful acquisition of reading skills.
Summary
The problem of reading failure and its prevention was the purpose
of this investigation. A consensus revealed that early identification of
potential reading difficulties is advocated and that reading failure is
considered an educational issue.
These two fields of inquiry were studied. Subsequently, a plan
of early identification was initiated within an urban school site.
A total of 1,400 kindergarten level school children were screened
for potential learning difficulties. Those children who failed five or
more items in the screening process were selected for the sample population.
From the sample population experimental and control groups were randomly

18oonald Ross Green, Educational Psychology (New Jersey:
Hall, Inc., 1964), pp. 33-34.
19smith et al., The Educator's Encyclopedia, p. 34.

Prentice-

'
formed.
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Each pupil in both groups received half an hour's personalized

instruction daily. All of the experimental group received the Mahon
system of instruction and the control group followed the system of standardized instruction used by the building principal, at Time 4, in the
research design.
The results of the screening and subsequent training are further
described and documented in the following chapters.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
A careful study was made of the voluminous and detailed material
available on the varied aspects of reading preparation at the kindergarten
level.

In view of the lack of similar studies and the scope of material

available, it was decided to limit references to those most relevant to
stated aspects of this investigation. Therefore, in substantiation of
the hypothesis that "Early identification of potential learning difficulties followed by prescriptive teaching serves as a preventative measure
against reading failure," authorities in the field are quoted in reference to:
1) Early identification and the educational problem
2) Basic skills deemed necessary to the acquisition
of reading
3) Management and classroom environment
4) Transfer of training
In early identification and the educational problem, the literature suggests that tests given to youngsters when they are beginning
school may be of some value in predicting achievement.

Lee and Allen

explored objective and subjective means of early identification.20 Five
different kinds of observations, with from three to eight items in each
category are discussed for their relevancy in gauging a child's development for effective program planning.

In addition, a group of intelligence

2Dooris M. Lee and R. V. Allen, Learning to Read.Through Experience (New York: Appleton Century Crofts; '1963), pp. 14-29.
10
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and reading readiness tests are listed.
Among the many items used for evaluation in reading studies the
intelligence quotient has notbeen accorded especial significance in early
identification.

It was used, however, as one of the· identifying factors

in this investigation.
Actually, de Hirsch et al ranked the IQ as twelfth among predictive measures.21 Eleven other kindergarten-tests namely, Pencil use;
\

Bender Visuo-Motor Gestalt Test; Wepman Auditory Discrimination Test;
Number of words used in a story; Categories; Horst Reversals Test; Gates
Word Matching Test; Word Recognition I and II; Lloyd Dunn's Picture
Peabody Test; Word Reproduction and letter naming proved better predictors
of subsequent reading achievement.
The individual test may provide only one aspect of a child's
performance.

In the measurement of various skills concomitant to the

learning process a variety of tests are usually given. A study by Olsen
and Rosen explored five batteries of readiness measures and concluded
that:
There continues to be a need therefore, for investigation
designed to explore various reading constructs with the
goal of further isolating those factors which seem most
critical to specific reading behaviors at particular
points in time in the developmental sequence •. 22
Marianne Frostig, a recent advocate of a modern technique in
reading instruction, emphasized eight areas frequently needing remediation:

21 de Hirsch et al.; Predicting Reading Failure; p. 33.
22Arthur V. Olsen and Carl L. Rosen,·Exploration·of the-structure
of Selected Readiness' Tests_ (Georgia State University). Paper presented,
Annual Meeting, American Education Research Association, New York City,
February 4, 1971, pp. 1-9.
·
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sensory-motor; auditory and visual perception; expressive and receptive
language; memory; symbolization; integrative functions and motivation.23
In general, kindergartners are not exposed to the more formal-

ized academic structure. However, it has beenestablished through this
investigation that theyoungsters may be exposedto formal instruction
without any deleterious effect.

For example, the experimental group

learned the difference between "oo" and "o"·at the same time without
showing signs of confusion or stress.
The kindergartner who receives a structured program emphasizing
socialization, perceptual-motor activities, auditory and visual discrimination and memory training is given the opportunity for the identification and evaluation of learning disabilities by the classroom teacher,
as these areas are all means of identifying learning disorders and disabilities. The child who fails to function as a group member for a number
of reasons and, of necessity, wants a good deal of individual attention
may be recognized as having a disability.24 ·
Harkham et al debated the efforts made to develop a teaching
method to insure reading success. According to this study, despite years
of effort and experimentation, no one method has been uniformly effective
in attaining this criterion. They stated:

23Marianne Frostig, D. W. Lefever and J. R. B. Whittlesey, The
Marianne Frosti Develo mental ·Test'of Visual Perce tion (Palo Alto--,-Ca 1fornia: Consu ting Psycho ogist·Press; 1964.
24Thomas, "Theidentificationand Evaluation.of Learning Disabilities by the Classroom Teacher," pp. 8I~83.
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Another approach more fruitful in.relation to the
problem of reading success and failure is to
attempt to predfct those children who will encounter difficulty. in reading irrespective of the
method of instruction.25 ·
The kindergarten screening test used reception, association,
verbal ability and expression to predict potential learning difficulties
and individual weaknesses in various skill areas associated with reading.
The kindergarten teacher was identified by McCullough and Tinker
as providing a communication link for the· average child by arranging the
classroom environment for motivation of word recognition.26
Early identification was accepted as a necessity in a majority
of studies, although the results were not always utilized effectively.
That is, test results were always recorded but not always used as a basis
for program planning.
Among other problems encountered was the traditional role of the
school in the learning process. The building principal may select and
influence the kind of instruction for the student population. Many times
this choice of instruction is based upon a traditional approach to reading.
Limited flexibility in teaching may be detrimental to the child needing a
more eclectic.approach. A greater, not less, competency in the basic
skills is needed today, as the complexities of modern lfving increase.27
Bloom, Davis and Hess recommended that evidence should be obtained on each

25Laura D. Harkham et al., Multiple Prediction of Reading Achievement in Grades One through Four using Kindergarten Measures. Paper presented, Annual Meeting, American Education Research Association, New York
City, February 4, 1971, pp. 1-10.
26McCullough and Tinker, Teaching Elementary Reading, p. 413.
27smith et al.,.The Educator•s·Encytlopedia, p. 34.
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child at the beginning of first grade to determine the levels he has
reached with regard to perceptual development, ability to attend
(listening skills), and motivation for learning.28 These authorities,
and Russell and Lee, as well as others concur in the selection of appropriate channels for the individual approach in learning to read.29
An important consideration in the psychology of learning is
that of transfer of training.
In 1949, Osgood summarized the results of experimentation in the
transfer of training.

His diagram of a transfer surface graphically de-

picts the importance of stimulus and response simila.rity. 30
E. L. Thorndike and A. S. Woodworth's intensive experiments
resulted in the conclusions that training is one kind of activity which
only aids a positive transfer in performance if the two activities have
identical or common elements such as materials, methods, or student
attitudes.
The positive transfer of the sound-symbol relationships taught
in this investigation was predicated on the theory of the importance of
similarity between stimulus and response.

28Bloom, Stability and Change in Human Characteristics, p. 88.
2go. Russell and H. R. Lea, "Research on Teaching Reading,"
Handbook of Research on Teaching, N. L. Gage, ed., American Education
Research Association (Chicago: Rand McNally &Co., 1963), p. 868.
30c. E. Osgood, "The Similarity Paradox in Human Learning: A
Resolution," The Psychological Review 56 (May 1949): 133.
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Summary
Most studies reviewed pertained either to diagnosis, factor
analysis and investigation of motivational factors.

The research is

voluminous but does not seem - for the most part - to be extrapolated or
applied in many school systems.

It was found that some studies were made

at the kindergarten levels but once the research was completed little
application of the findings was evidenced.
Some studies have been conducted by such individuals as Staats,31
and McNinch32 in universities and through the U.S. Office of Education.33
Perhaps it is time to begin correlating reading research and
redesigning curriculum content, in the formative years, for the improvement of education and reading skills in particular.

It is proposed that

this project was a necessary adjunct to the more abstract reports available, and is presented as. such.

32George McNinch, Predictive Values of Selected Auditory Perceptual Factors in Relation to Measured First Grade Readin Achievement
University of Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg: 1970, p. 26.
33 office of Education (DHEW) Studies No. 1 and 2, Prediction of
Achievement in the First Primar Year (University City School District,
Mo.: 969 , p. 12 and Predictions of Readiness in Kinder arten and Achievement in the First Primary Year Mo.: 1970 , p. 15.

CHAPTER III
DISCUSSION OF RESEARCH DESIGN AND PROCEDURE
This investigation was deemed necessary because of the extraordinary increase in reading failures despite the increase in trained
teachers, i nnova ti ve reading materia 1s (from the commercia 1 houses) and
improved reading techniques and remedial methods.
It was observed that the child who was placed in a transitional
class, between kindergarten and grade one, exhibited a number of problems.
Some of the problems may be attributed to lack of maturational level of
achievement, or undetected physical or emotional disorders.
The investigation attempted to isolate the particular learning
difficulty at the kindergarten level. Within the objective analysis of
the individual student's learning difficulties, a specific, prescribed
program of teaching was made available to each student in the experimental
group.
The control group also had their learning problems identified
but received only the intensified instruction of the reading program
favored by the individual school principal.
This investigation took into account many of the variables
affecting the learning process namely:

climate of learning and home

motivation, level of maturation, ethnic background, pre-school exposure
to reading materials, bi-lingual background, peer acceptance, physical,
emotional and/or mental difficulties. At the inception of the study, a
regularly scheduled teacher training program was set up by Florence
16

17

Mahon, Assistant Superintendent of Schools; New Bedford, Massachusetts,

'

whose direct interest was in upgrading.the:reading levels of the student
population.
The learning process in the kindergarten level was outlined as
follows:
1) Visual recognition of the letter configuration.
2)

Discrimination of one letter configuration from another.

3) Listening recognition of the· acoustic sound represented by
the letter learned through visual configuration.
4) Audio-discrimination of the. letter sound.
5) Association of the· acoustic letter sound with the visual
recognition.
6) Progression of blending letter sound and visual recognition
.

'

of letters into one syllable words.
7)

Learning the proper arrangement of letter-sounds in given
words.

It was within these seven basic areas that much initial work was
achieved with the experimental group. This differed from the control
group in that a direct stimulus-response teaching was utili zed with the
experimenta1 group; whereas, with the control group the teaching or remediation was left to the discretion of the building principal.

In each

of the twenty schools involved, one half hour of instruction was made
available daily to each of the students who had failed five or more items
in the original screening tests.
The experiment took place over "Times one through six". At the
beginning, 1,200 kindergartners were screened by the tests indicated in
page 26 of Chapter IV.

Following the screening a sample of 264 students

18

were identified as having potential reading.problems.

These students were

allocated for further treatment into either Group 1, Experimental; or
Group 2, Control; by a random process

of·selection~

In all twenty schools

selected the teachers and teacher aides were responsible for administering
the pre-test and post-tests;
Three sets of achievement tests were administered, scored and
recorded for each pupil in the Experimental and Control. groups. These
tests were labeled as the Metropolitan (Met), Houghton Mifflin (HM), and
Lippincott (Lip). The last, the Lip, was further broken down into Lip A
Form and Lip B Form with Lip T used to identify the. totals of Lip A and
Lip B into one final total. All students were tested except those transferred out· of the program.
The Slingerland, Mahon, and Metropolitan Readiness Tests were
used as screening devices in the .pretest period. These tests were administered to all students entering the first grade to identify those with
potential reading difficulties to be subject to the study.
The elementary schools having such students were then assigned to
either Group 1, to receive the Mahon System of assistance (Xl)• or Group 2,
to receive only teacher prepared assistance exclusive of the Mahon System

(X2).
Following the training phase, that is in the posttest phase, the
Metropolitan Readiness Test and the Lippincott, Form B were administered
for comparison of gain scores.
The program of early identification followed by individualized
instruction was successful in bringing up to grade level those children
identified as having potential learning difficulties;
In the ten schools included in the Experimental Group the teachers
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and teacher aides were trained in the same method of individualized
instruction.
The other ten schools that formed.

the~Control

Group received the

same pretests and posttests but the instruction followed the pattern of
the basic reader generally used.
In each of the groups individualized instruction was administered
by teacher aides for half an hour daily during
the. regular
class period.
.
.
While the study was in progress it was discovered that the utilization of
teacher aides proved effective in individualized instruction. Thus the
investigation caused little disruption to normal .classroom procedure.
Data received from the individual schools was recorded by the
secretary employed for the project. She·was also responsible for recording
and obtaining late return of data where indicated by the director.
The information obtained was then recorded on cobol sheets by the
statistician and director prior to preparation of data for the computer.
Each school was first approached through the building principal.
The purpose of the investigation, the children involved and how they had
been selected was explained in detail.

Once the cooperation of the

school's principal was obtained there were minimal difficulties in working
with the teachers and teacher aides.
One of the problems encountered was completing the screening and
testing in all s·chools at approximately the same time. Some teachers
believed more time was needed for instruction. However, there was a six
month time lapse between pre and posttesting. The rest of the school year
was used to process the data.

Research students were used in handling the

computerized data.
A description.of the difference between the. Mahon method of in-
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struction and major reading.series is outlined for explanatory purposes.
More detailed comparisons are included in the Appendix (see pp. 52-59)
A comparison between methods in common use by major reading
series and the Mahon. system used in this investigation shows differences
in the following areas.
1. Alphabet Names·vs. Sounds: Usually letter names are taught
first whereas Group 1 received instruction in learning the
sound associated with each letter in its common use, such as

\

"p" - the "puffing" sound.
2. Configuration of letter association with stimuli: Word Clue
· ·vs: 'Mouth Set.

Generally letters or consonants are taught by

aligning them with a pictured word.

In the experimental

group, the system used introduced the letter or consonant by
the "mouth set" which produces that sound. That is, "m" is
illustrated or superimposed on a pair of lips drawn as pressed
together lightly. This is helpful to children who have short
auditory memories as they receive the visual reinforcement
concurrently.
3.

Sound~syrnbol

association:

Word Clue vs. Isolation.

Major

reading series use a deductive approach. The letter sound is
heard from a word clue.

For example "m" may be superimposed

over "!!!ice". This method is difficult for slower children who
are not able easily to transfer the initial consonant-sound to
a different word such as "mother".

In the Mahon system letter-

sounds are learned in isolation, by sound-name and auditory/
visual clues until they are readily identifiable by the child.
When this step is achieved the initial consonant is then
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presented with a mixed selection of words beginning with the
learned consonant.
4.

Development of·Auditory·Discrimination: No·clue vs. Visual
Clue. The child learns initial consonants through repetition
of sounds and can frequently confuse these sounds such as
"hot" with "top" because his listening skills are underdeveloped and "beginning, middle and end" is not a clear concept
for the child at this stage when associated with letter-sounds.
Group 1 children were helped to hear the difference between
"hot" and "top" because of visual clues, they saw the mouthset first.

The first word was shown with mouth-open and the

second word shown with teeth-closed. Auditory discrimination
follows visual clues.
5.

Left to.Right·seguence: · Inconsistence vs. Consistent Pattern.
Children are expected to identify initial and final consonants
and vowels in random order.

In this investigation consonants

were taught in initial position only. The vowel is used as a
pivot and final consonants are added last in a left-to-right
sequential order.
6. Grouping of Consonants and of Vowels:· Intermingled vs. Discrete.
Consonants are presented as a series of groups with vowels
intermingled. The experimental group learned consonants as
one group placed first in the initial, left-to-right sequence,
with a vowel as a pivot.

Practice in this manner enables the

child to see the transition from "pan" to "plan" without confusion.
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7.

Recognition of Vowel Sound:· Word Clue-Alone vs: Word Clue
with IdentifYing Gesture.

For example, usually the short

vowel .!!_begins the word .!!_Pple. · The slow learner has difficulty isolating the short vowel a as he did with initial
consonants in item 4. Whereas, the experimental group
learns the vowel sound with word clues but this is reinforced
by a kinesthetic approach, i.e. a gesture. The child says
the whole word and repeats the word when he is· stopped by a
gesture after saying the vowel, thus he learns to identify
the vowel sound which can usually be prolonged in sound as
opposed to consonants which usually cannot be prolonged.
8. MemorY for Vowel Sounds:· Without·vs. With Associative Stimuli.
The child is expected to discriminate short vowels by word
clues alone. The Mahon system provides practice in workbook
and worksheets and with color coded clues.

For example, red

"a" evokes word clue apple, yellow "e", the word clue
-

-

m.

9. Blending: Without vs. With Support. Blending is often presented by saying the letter-sounds fast.

The experimental

group were supported by many audio-visual stimuli. The vowel
first combined with continuant consonants such

as~· ~·

fare

then combined with other consonants through use of rhyming.
Plosives are learned last.
10. Rules for Vowels: Complex vs. Simple.

Rules for vowels are

not simplified, digraphs and "magic e" are taught separately.
For the experimental group one rule was given for one syllable
words, that is, one vowel is usually short, with two vowels
the first takes its alphabet name. This comparison shows the
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close relationship between stimulus and response experienced
by the experimental group.

It is offered that more attention

should be given to this approach in reading readiness programs
based upon known psychological research (see Chapter II, p. 14)
and the evidence presented herein.
Summary
A discussion of the research design and procedure followed is
given in the first four pages of this chapter. Within seven basic areas
relevant to the acquisition of reading skills (seep. 11) visual and
auditory discrimination were found to be very indicative of reading progress.
The post-test two group design was used in this research to determine:
1. The most effective time, scholastically, to identify potential
learning problems and
2. To test the effectiveness of a unique system of individualized
instruction compared with standardized procedures in overcoming identified learning problems.
All tests used in the screening and post-testing are described.
A comparison is included of the Group 1 and Group 2 method of instruction
for those interested in methodology.

,
'

CHAPTER IV
~\

PRESENTATION OF DATA
The data presented herein is to clarify the organization and use
of personnel and materials. The statistical results given refer to the
post-test phase and are a compilation of information received on each
student completing this program of early identification and personalized
instruction.
Fig. 1. ORGANIZATION OF PERSONNEL
of Schools
Asst. Su t. of Schools

School Personnel
Building Principals - 20
elementary teachers - 20
teache'r' s aides
- 20
The principal investigator worked closely within the schools'
policies and initiated the program with full cooperation from school personnel, administration, faculty, staff and building principals. This cooperation was most effective and greatly facilitated the maintenance of
the time schedule (see Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. ORGANIZATION OF RESEARCH DESIGN
PHASES
Pre-Test Phase

ACTIVITY

TIME l-6
1.

Screening of 1,400 kindergartners for
potential learning difficulties in skill
areas related to basic reading skills.

2

Selection of kindergartners who failed
five or more items in the initial screening

3

tests~

Randomization of selected population into
Group 1, Experimental and Group 2, Control.

Learning Phase

4

Group 1, Experimental received the Mahon
system of instruction from teacher's aides
for one-half hour daily (see Chapter III,
pp.
Group 2, Control continued to receive
standard instruction as chosen by the
individual schools.

Post-Test Phase

5

Testing of both groups with a battery of
achievement tests: Met, Lipp A &B and
Houghton Mifflin.

6

Gathering, computing, collating and processing test results.
pretation of results.

Statistical inter-
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Tests. and Materials used for Screening and Diagnostic Purposes
Screening Phase: 1. Slingerland, Beth H., Tests:
TIME 1 .

Pre-Reading Procedures,

Educators Publishing Service, Inc., 75 Moulton
Street, Cambridge, Mass. 02138, 1968; also Teacher's
Manual; referred to as the Slingerland Test.
2. Mahon, Florence L.; Kindergarten Screening Test, New
Bedford Public Schools, New Bedford, Mass. 02740,
1969; also Teacher's Booklet; referred to as the
Mahon Test.

Learning Phase:
TIME 4

1. Mahon, Florence L., Little Listening Boy Visits the

Village Where Everyone Can Read, Reynolds DeWalt,
publisher, Industrial Park, New Bedford, Mass., 1965;
and Work Text; plus supplementary leaflets; referred
to as the Mahon System.

Post-Test Phase: 1. Hildreth, Gertrude H.; Griffiths, Nellie 1.; and
TIME 5

Gauvrain, Mary E., Form A:

Metropolitan Readiness

Tests, Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., New York,
1965; also Manual of Directions; referred to as the
~letropol

itan Test.

2. McKee, Paul; Harrison, M. Lucille; and Stroud, James
B., Part Two- Diagnostic Test: A Pre-Reading Inventory of Skills Basic to Beginning Reading, Houghton
Mifflin Go., Boston, 1962; also Teacher's Manual;
referred to as the Houghton Mifflin Test and Lippincott A and B Forms.
3. McCracken, Glen; Walcott, Charles G.; and Bond, Mary
F., Book A and B Achievement Tests for Lippincott's
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Basic Reading, Lippincott and Company, New York;
referred to as the Lip A and Lip B Tests.
The schools listed were randomly assigned by the investigating
committee consisting of the Assistant Superindendent of Schools, the
principal investigator and the statistician.
The statistician 'flipped' a coin while the principal investigator
drew the names of the schools from a concealed source. The Assistant
Superintendent of Schools listed the schools by name in Group 1 or Group 2
accordingly, that is 'heads'· to Group 1 and 'tails' to Group 2. The
schools were thus assigned as listed in Table I.
TABLE I
TIME 3
RANDOMLY ASSIGNED SCHOOLS
GROUP 2 (CONTROL)

GROUP 1 (EXPERIMENTAL)
No. of
Pupils

Name of
School
Swift
Lincoln
Parker
Mount Pleasant
Congden
Kempton
Carney
Rodman
Hathaway
Brooks

2
11

32
15
11

19 .
13
11

15
6

Name of
School
Clark
Dunbar
Winslow
Knowlton
Taylor
Phi 11 ips Avenue
Campbell
Ashley
Ottiwell
Clifford

No. of
Pupils
6

10

6
34

7
7
15
9
18
17

GRAND TOTAL ...... 264
Time 3, refers to the time allocated to this aspect of the investigation.
Time 1, was the.pre-test initial screening period. Time 2, refers
to the selection of the.sample population, namely those who failed five or
more items (see Fig. 2).
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In Table II, the predictive value .of the Kindergarten Screening
Test is visually depicted;
TABLE II
TIME 4
CHI SQUARE AND PHI COEFFICIENTS OF HIGH-LOW RANK
ON MAHON KINDERGARTEN SCREENING TEST COMPARED
WITH HIGH-LOW SCORE ON READING IN GRADE ONE
FOR SAME POPULATION
Subtests

Chi
Square

Strength of
Relationship

Prediction
for Low
Group

Rating

1. Auditory Discrimination
of Words
2. Matching Words
3. Verbal Fluency
4. Deviation Intelligence Quotient (Large-Thorndike)
5. Speech Development
6. Auditory Discrimination
of Letter-Sounds
7. Writing Numerals
8. Motor Coordination-Hand
9. Withdrawal Tendencies
10. Motor Coordination-Body
11. Perception-Reversals
12. Copying Letters
13. Draw-a-Person Test
14. Dependency Tendencies
15. Writing Name
16. Copying Designs
17. Low Frustration Tolerance
18. Matching Letters
19. Chronological Age

112.4*

.608

High

Yes-High**

101.6
98.8
87.8

.571
.563
.531

High
High
High

Yes
Yes
Yes

67.8
67.6

.466
.468

Moderate No
Moderate Yes

66.2
63.4
59.2
48.9
48.5
48.0
40.6
36.1
31.6
18.8
11.7
8.5
3.2

.434
.451
..437
.387
.394
.393
.332
.338
.319
.256
.192
.164.
.122

Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

No
No
No
No
Yes-High
No
Yes-Barely
No
No
No
No
No
Yes-High

*At p -.05, x2- 2.71, with direction of difference between high and low
·groups predicted.
**Strong prediction for.the low group is indicated by Yes-High.
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Significance of auditory and vi sua 1 di scrimi nation in the acquisition of reading skills is tabled as follows.
TABLE III
CHI SQUARE AND PHI COEFFICIENTS OF AUDITORY
AND VISUAL DISCRIMINATION

Auditory Discrimination-isolated sounds

x2 67.6

phi .46

Auditory Discrimination-initial consonant
sound

x2 ll2.4

phi .608

Visual Discrimination-matching words

x2 101.6

phi . 571

The items in Table III are extracted from Table II to emphasize
the importance that auditory and visual discrimination bear to the acquisition of reading skills.

It was noticed that auditory and visual discri-.

mi nation as taught to the Experimenta 1 Group, significantly increased
their performance on the Lippincott B test (see Table V).

In addition,

Group l, Experimental, easily acquired 'oo' at the same time as 'o',
•
without stress or confusion.
It was believed that given a greater length of instruction time
that Group 1, initially the lower achievers, would have tested higher than
Group 2, who had a 1arger percentage of good readers.
Post-Test Phase
A total of 250 completed the learning phase.

The other fourteen

persons were eliminated for reasons of incomplete data caused by illness,
school transfers, and moving from the district.
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The results of the Reading Achievement Tests are included in
Table IV.
TABLE IV
A COMPOSITE OF CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
AMONG READING ACHIEVEf~ENT TESTS
FOR GROUPS 1 AND .2*

c

(2)

E ( 1)

H.M.
LIPA
LIPB
LIPT

.4704
.5500
.5097 .·
.5664

H.M.

LIPA

LIPB

LIPT

.2659

.3739
.5978

.2280
.5982
.7883

. 3139
.6323
.9392
.9516

.7400
.9230

.9419

.5591
.5216
.5777

*All r's are significantly different from zero at the .05 level.
C (2) =Group 2, Control; E (1) =Group 1, Experimental.
The correlations for Group 1, read at the upper right hand portion
of the matrix, are in many cases lower than corresponding correlations for
Group 2, in lower left hand corner. This was expected as standard tech'

niques and readers prepare for standard tests. The Mahon system prepares
I

differently and advanced Group Lin the Fin a1 test (see results, Tab 1e VI,
p. 32)

Both groups achieved equally well as measured by the Metropolitan;
Form A; Houghton Mifflin; and Lippincott Total (Forms A &B) in the post
test phase.
&

36.)

(See notes regarding standardized tests, Chapter V, p.p. 35

TABLE V
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF SCHOOLS PARTICIPATING
IN READING ACHIEVEMENT TESTS
TESTS
SCHOOLS

METROPOLITAN

HOUGHTON-MIFFLIN

LIPPINCOTT TOTAL

Number

Name

Group

Mean

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

J. Swift
A. Lincoln
J. A. Parker
Mt. Pleasant
Congdon
Kempton
Carney
T. Rodman
E. Hathaway
E. C. Brooks
Clark Street
Dunbar
Winslow
Knowlton
Phillips Ave.
Taylor
Campbell
C. Ashley
S. Ottiwell
Clifford

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

79.50
75.54
67. 32.
76.31
71.82
73.19
74.08
66.64
75.93
67.00
76.00
71.60
67.17
. 73.00
81.63
74.17
77.43
66.63
70.78
67.39

4.95
10.78
9.33
10.48
7.47
7.64
11.37
10.04
7.72
6.96
8.37
7.57
5.27
9.81
6. 78 .
9.55
8.41
8.05
12.54
8.66

22.00
19.36
18.55
18.08
18.18
19.13
20.75
21.09
20.67
18.00
17.50
18.40
20.00
19.43
20.13
19.33
19.71
18.11
19.61
17.39

0.00
2.57
2.34
4.09
2.60
2.87
1.29
1.04
1.18
2.97

134.00
104.09
90.64
92.38
103.45
108.38
113.17
128.55
120.06
107.50
81.33
107.30
109.17
88.07
112.63
110.17
111.14
102.00
101.61
98.78

2.83
27.55
21.70
23.14
13.65
22.08
18.16
9.23
12.14
22.33
17.90
16.97
13.18
26.33
19.26
11.02
18.01
11.20
18.14
19.03

2~07

3.78
1.10
2.85
2.30
2.07
1.27
2.67
2.03
3.36

N.
2
11

31
13
11

16
12
11

15
6
6
10
6
28
8
6
14
8
18
18

The results of the post-test following diagnosis and training
revealed the value of the:phonic approachin that the Experimental Group
scored significantly higher in the Lippincott B post-test (see Table VI).
TABLE VI
STATISTICAL TEST RESULTS: SUMMARY OF t TESTS
OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS OF GROUPS IN
READING ACHIEVEMENT TESTS

MET

H.M.

LIPA

LIPB

-.4027

.5015

.2850

2.143*

·LIP T
1.0663

N.
250

*Significant at the .05 level at 248 degrees of freedom with a one-tailed
test; all others not significant.
Table VI shows significant results in the Lippincott B.Test,
which tests more advanced concepts.
As a result of the random assignment of schools it was observed
that a majority of good achievers fell into the Control Group. Therefore,
although there were few significant differences between the test results
of the two groups, it is proposed that in view of the difference in the
Lippincott B results, that over a longer period of instruction the posttest results might have shown greater differences in other tests for the
Experimental Group.
All 1 statistics are positive, except for the MET, indicating
better achievement for Group 1, with the Lip B 1 statistic significant.
The decrement shown in the MET statistic, indicating better achievement
for Group 2 can be explained by the differences in preparation/instruction
and the fact that more pupils with greater reading difficulties were in
the Experimenta 1 Group, Actually these conditions add to the interesting

--~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. .- - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.....-~---~-,,- /
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TABLE VII
E (I)
SIGriiFICANT INTERJTHI CORRELATIONS (r 05) OF KINDERGARTEN SCREENING TEST FOR GROUPS 1 Arm 2
N • 134
N • 116
c (2)
1

GARTEN
SCREENING
TEST

2

3

1
2 2028
3
4
4795
5
331
6
7
8
9
2875
10
11 1887 3939
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
M 4052 3707 5862
so 4930 4851 4946

4
1952>
2817

5

6

7

8

9

10

11 12
2175

13

14

15

17

18

19 20

21

M

so

2458

2413
2115
1785
2108

2510
2779
22821624 2070
2643

5500

2020

2692

2831
1759
3326

2483

1678
1823

36044196

1897
3201
1893

1888

16

3064
24653699

2052
1978
1974 1965

405244838362 3448 7069.5437 39663793 31903621 2845 3191
4995
4774
5003
4873
4827
4681
3717
4572
4913
4931
4687
4531

5224
3881
6493
2009
2303
1716
7239
5522
1956
2128 4925
3433
3955
3731
2836
1755
3433
2527
2239
3657
55385749
4925
4478
3920
5706
1856
4695 3326
7595 6269
2205
4835 35396481
6343
137950864397 465560347411
5621
5010
4398
4973
.182
3463
4985

5014
4891
4790
3785
4487
4991
5018
4766
4908
4854
4524
4766
4184
4834
5018
4991
4854
4834
.168
r

05

w
w
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factor of significant progress as measured in the Lip B Test.
In the Interitem Correlation Table VII {p. 33) some of the initial differences between Group 1 and Group 2 may be noted.
Summary
This investigation explored the possibilities of early diagnosis
and prescriptive teaching at the kindergarten level as a preventative
measure against reading failure.
It was found possible to attain this level of achievement with a
carefully designed program within a school system using qualified, dedicated teachers to implement the instruction.
The presentation of data delineates the steps taken and offers
supporting evidence of the results.
An important factor was the use of especially designed didactical
materials, which improved the acquisition of reading skills for the experimental group.
In general, the kindergarten level proved to be a favorable time
for early intervention.

CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS OF DATA
The hypothesis that was propounded at the beginning of this investigation has been largely substantiated by the statistical results.
It is this writer's opinion that had the learning phase been extended the
results would have shown significant differences in more of the measured
areas.

One foundation. for this opinion is that standardized tests are

based upon standard readers and instructional levels, while the Mahon
system, initially, prepares the student in different ways. Some of these
differences have been listed in Chapter III {pp. 20-22) and a detailed
description is .included in the Appendix.

In addition, the standard tests

and materials used are further delineated as follows:
The Slingerland Test: The contents include seven subtests grouped
into three main categories of Visual; Visual-motor and Auditory skills.
The Kindergarten Screening Test: This test consists of twenty
subtests as well as IQ and Identification Items under the main headings of
Cognitive Functions; Visual-motor Coordination; Body Coordination; Visual
Discrimination; Auditory Discrimination; and Social-Emotional· Behavior.
The Metropolitan Reading Readiness Test (Form A): This test has
seven subtests, namely Word Meaning; Listening; Matching; Alphabet;
Numbers; Copying and Draw-a-Man.
The Houghton Mifflin Survey Test consists of four subtests:

Using

Context; Letter-Sound associations; Context; and First letter of a printed
word.
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The Lippincott.Tests consist of Book A and Book B. Book A has
ten subtests grouped under categories of Consonant Recognition; Word Re-

-

cognition; Blends; Vowel Recognition; Word Completion and Comprehension;
Book B has nine subtests under the headings of Sound Recognition; Syllabication; Word Recognition; Vowels and Digraphs; Sentence Comprehension
and Paragraph Comprehension.
This battery of tests covers in detail the multiple beginning
skills generally associated with the acquisition of reading.
Referring to the choice of research design, the Campbell and
Stanley, Posttest control group design number six, the internal validity
is controlled for History; Maturation; Testing; Instrumentation; Regression; Selection; Mortality; Interaction of Selection and Maturation.
The external validity is controlled for Interaction of Testing and X;
R
R

X

This design takes places through Times 1 - 6, and each Time will be discussed and commented upon where necessary (see Fig. 2, p. 25).
At Time 1, all kindergartners in the chosen site were screened
for potential learning problems, with particular emphasis on the skill
areas generally associated with reading.
At Time 2, those pupils who failed five or more test items were
selected for this investigation regardless of the known IQ level of each
pupil, that is, both High and.Low IQ pupils were included if they failed
five or more test items.

34oonald T. Campbell and J. C. Stanley; Ex·erimental and
Experimental Designs'for·Research (Chicago: Rand McNally & Co.,
pp. 8-26.
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Jl.t Time 3, the selected population was randomly assigned to either
Group 1, Experimental or Group 2, Control.· The sample population came from
20 different schools and were identified to the teachers in the listed
schools (see Table I, p. 27).
Referring to Table I, it will be noted. that numberwise there is a
slight difference in the student population between the two groups. This
initial difference came about because the schools were randomly assigned
regardless of the number of reading failures in each one. However, by the
end of the investigation the numbers were closer because of several pupils
leaving the program due to personal or family reasons.
Time 4 began the specialized instruction of the Experimental
Group.

Each student in this program received half and hour of individu-

alized instruction from the teacher's aide. The instruction was prescribed
according to the individual need but all instruction was based upon the
Mahon system of instruction. The Control Group received the instruction
generally given at each school. The instruction varied according to the
preferred system in daily use at each school.
Time 5 began the post-test period.
lation received three achievement tests:

Each pupil in the sample popu-

the Metropolitan, Houghton Mifflin

and Lippincott, Books A and B.
Between the end of Time 5 and the beginning of Time 6 there was a
slight delay as not all of the teachers were able to complete their tests
at the same time.

The secretary to the project had to do a considerable

amount of work to get all the test results returned and entered for statistical evaluation.
The cooperation-of each building principal was mandatory to the
eventua 1 success of the data gathering. The cooperation and availability

\
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of the teacher's aides also depended uponthe motivation of each building
principal and the teachers involved.
In the Learning Phase,· Group 1 received instruction in the Mahon
system of reading readiness and Group 2 received standard basal reader
instruction.
In Tables II and III the high correlation of auditory discrimin-

\

ation with the early acquisition of pre-reading skills is clearly shown.
Table II, p. 28, the Chi square tests reported are significant at the .05
level of significance. Phi coefficients indicate high to low strength of
relationships in the same order as the chi squares.
Findings indicate that eight of the diagnostic subtests of the
Kindergarten Screening Test have positive relationships with reading grades
taken a year later. These subtests also have a characteristic property of
predicting and therefore, also identifying those students who may fail in
reading.

The subtests useful for identification purposes are auditory,

discrimination or words, perception reversals, draw-a-person test, chronological age, matching words, verbal fluency, Lorge-Thorndike deviation,
intelligence quotient, and auditory discrimination of letter-sounds.
In Table II, p. 28, four of the eight subtests, with adjectival
ratings of "Yes", "Yes-high" and "Yes-barely" have the added property of
identifying students with potential reading disabilities. The subtests
which may be used for identification purposes are (1) Auditory Discrimination of Words, (11) Perception-Reversals, (13) Draw-a-Person and (19)
Chronological Age. These four subtests identify students with potential
reading difficulties in contradistinction to those who score well in both
diagnoses and reading.
It is interesting to note. that Motor Coordination-Body (10)
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although rated Low has been given much more significance in recent investigations and particularly in the works of Frostig35, Valett36 and in
many current programs such as the ccc37 commonly used in Spanish speaking
countries.
Some of the components re 1evant to the acquisition of reading
skills such as the IQ level of the pupil and the socio-economic background
were noted but not compared with the post-test results which measured
academic achievement in reading readiness techniques. A comparison of
those pupi 1s with over 100 IQ and thos of under 100 IQ .in each group
might have also enlightened us as to the learning process.

However, at

the time of the investigation emphasis was placed primarily upon early
identification of potential weaknesses and the effectiveness of prescribed
instruction.
It can be seen that in some instances Group 2 scored higher than
Group 1 (Table IV, p. 30) although in the overall advancement Group 1
scored significantly higher in the Lippincott B Form which measures more
mature concepts. As a majority of better readers were initially in Group
2, it is assumed that the teaching techniques for Group 1 were superior in
order to gain this progress.

Quad erat demonstrandum.

After the· post-

35Marianne Frostig and David Horne, The Frostig Pro~ram for the
Development of Visual Perception (Chicago: Follett Educat1onal Programs,
1960).
36Robert E. Valett, The Remediation of Learning Disabilities: A
Handbook of Ps choeducational Resource Pro rams (California: Fearon,
1967 , Program No. 38.
37ccc Departmento de Educacion Especial, Curso de Adiestramiento
y Maduracion Mental (Department of Special Education, Course of Training
and Mental Maturity) (San Sebastian, Spain: 1973), pp. 34-37.
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test data was completed it was computerized and processed by a team of
research assistants.

Specific and informative data is given in Tables IV,

V, and VI, pp. 30-32, Chapter IV.
In Table VI, p. 32, it was substantiated that the Mahon system
of training benefited the pupil from the close association between stimulus
and response.

The Experimental Group scored significantly higher in the

post-test of the Lippincott B. The Lippincott B Test measures more advanced
concepts and the Mahon system introduces the double vowel "oo" at the same
time as the single vowel "o". Other differences are the close relationship
between stimulus and response in all auditory and visual discrimination
learning.
Summary
The statistical results clearly show that the Mahon system does
make a difference in preparation for reading readiness as measured by the
Lippincott B Test.

It·was also apparent that all standardized methods of.

reading readiness prepare equally for standardized achievement tests in
beginning reading skills.
In all other results there were no significant differences between
the two groups.

One reason put forth is that the majority of failing

readers in the lower percentile came into the Experimental Group through
the initial random selection of the schools. Therefore, although greater
progress may have been achieved by this group during the learning phase it
was only revealed in the Lippincott B results.
It is possible that had the training continued over a longer
period of time the gain scores in other areas would have been greater.
Generally speaking, the Kindergarten Screening Test measured different
characteristics than the Slingerland while the other achievement tests
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contain similar components.
There is little doubt that the early identification and subsequent
training aided both groups in the acquisition of skills basic to a successful reading program.

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The preceding chapters have covered the various aspects of an
investigation made to assess the value of early identification followed
by prescribed instruction as a preventative measure against reading
failure.

The prescribed instruction was carefully designed to strengthen

weak or undeveloped skill areas associated with pre-reading skills.

Em-

phasis was placed upon .audio and visual discrimination as understood by
sound and initial consonant discrimination and matching designs and,
later on, words.
Through the recorded results one has been able to ascertain that
early intervention, that is, at the kindergarten level, is a favorable
time to isolate potential learning problems. The emphasis on screening
for potential learning difficulties and then instructing the pupil in
weak areas has shown to be beneficial to all students so treated (see
post-test results, Chapter IV, Table IV).
The inclusion of bi-lingual kindergarteners in this research is
particularly relevant because of the growing mobility of families in the
United States and the current relaxation of immigration standards.

It

has been common practice to begin teaching English for bi-lingual students
at later grade levels.

However, in this investigation it was established

that no emotional or cognitive confusion was experienced by the bi-lingual
student included in this prescribed instructional program.
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The kindergarten population of an urban area on the eastern seaboard was chosen initially because of the noticeable reading problems
among the school population and for its combination of bi-lingual, namely
Portuguese speaking families.
It was observed that the pupil,s who had been screened as potential reading failures were now able to function at grade level.
As recorded in Chapters IV and V, the investigation proceeded
through phases one to six culminating in an accumulation of 61 variables
for each pupil of the 250 final sample. Although not all of the variables were explored statistically those presented herein support the
following conclusions.
It was noted that those pupils who had been screened as potential
reading failures were achieving grade level work after instruction.
Therefore, it is offered that the kindergarten level is a favorable time
in which to begin preventative measures and build up weak areas in skills
needed for the acquisition of reading readiness.
It is offered that in view of the earlier maturation of the
infant that a closer look be given to the content of kindergarten programs
in general.

For some time, dissatisfied parents have accepted the 'play

therapy' atmosphere of some programs while ventilating their concern that
this was not meeting the needs of the young child- product of today's
society.

It is proffered that this area of concern may be e,xplored by

Teacher Training Institutes and teachers certified in Early Childhood
education.
The Kindergarten Screening Test was revised as a by product of
the investigation and the revised material can be found in the Appendix
(see p. 70).

It was found that eight of the test items were highly
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diagnostic and four of these were clearly predictable as to future performance, refer to Table II, p. 28.
Test data and relevant information amounted to 148 items for each
pupil completing the program. Most tests and teaching materials used had
been standardized with the exception of the Kindergarten Screening Test
and the Mahon system of instruction.

It was anticipated that these

materials would become standardized by comparative statistics and by
wider application and use.
At the end of six month's training each pupil received a battery
of tests in order to measure progress. The screening tests included the
Metropolitan Readiness, Form A; Houghton Mifflin and Lippincott Achievement Tests (for a complete description refer to p. 26)
Particular attention must be given to the facts that at the kindergarten level the pupil is usually more flexible and more viable to
receive instructional correction also that an early introduction into the
mechanics of reading does not confuse or develop emotional reactions
among kindergarteners.
The teaching techniques used with the Experimental Group are
referred to, in this investigation, as the Mahon system. This appellation
is to distinguish these techniques from those used in common practice.
The system consists of a sequential pattern of exercises based upon a
phonic approach with emphasis on the relationship between stimulus and
response and were developed conjointly with the professional personnel
working with the Experimental Group.

This system, described in Chapter

III (see pp. 20-22), and in the Appendix (see pp.

5~61),

was used effec-

tively with both the slow learner and the bi-lingual pupil. The Mahon
system appeared to enhance the transfer of training as measured by the
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Lippincott Test, Form B, which measured more mature concepts.
The 1 test of difference (see Table VI, p. 32) indicates, through
the substantial advance made by the Experimental Group 1, that it is
beneficial to introduce the 'long vowel' at the same time as the 'short
vowel' without causing distress or confusion, providing it is introduced
with close association between the stimulus and response.
It can be acknowledged that insightfully developed programs with
skilled, qualified teachers to implement these programs are an ongoing
need in kindergartens throughout the United States.
Interdisciplinary acceptance and support from the faculty and
staff of this chosen school population made the difference between the
academic success or failure of the pupils involved. Without the full
cooperation of the personnel in each public school listed (see P·. 27), it
would not have been possible to conclude this program successfully. The
additional use of teacher aides as instructors was innovative and relieved
the classroom teacher while apparently benefiting the pupil.
It is proposed that educators may increasingly find in the kindergarten the optimal time and place to begin further studies into preparation for preventative reading programs.
Although there may be similar studies currently in operation
there were no identical investigations at the time this research was initiated.
This design proved effective, innovative, and gave every indication of fulfilling its purpose which was later supported by statistical
data and results as described in Chapter IV.
At the time of its inception it was the only program to identify
weak areas and then to instruct and build up those skills directly related
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to the acquisition of reading. All other researched studies either identified specific programs, taught only in isolated areas or tested the
efficacy of standard items. This investigation was original in that it
used the combination of early identification and prescribed instruction
based upon those identified weak areas.

With exemplary dedication on the

part of the teaching personnel involved a successful conclusion was attained, namely the grade level performance of former diagnosed 'reading
fai 1ures'.
Recommendations
Many current kindergarten programs emphasize social-emotional
adjustment along with Piagetarian concepts of cognitive development.

It

is suggested that there is a readiness and an ability for young children
to absorb instruction of a formal, sequential nature with attention to
'

direct stimulus-response pattern as used with the Experimental Group.
Therefore, pre-reading skills covering the following areas may be taught
without creating stressful sttuations:
1) Visual recognition of the letter configuration.
2) Discrimination of one letter configuration from another.
3) Listening recognition of the acoustic sound represented by
the letter learned through visual configuration.
4) Audio-discrimination of the acoustic letter sound.
5) Association of the acoustic letter sound with the visual
recognition.
6) Progression of blending letter sound and visual recognition
into one syllable words.
7) Learning the proper arrangement of letter sounds in given
words.
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It is also suggested that the content of most kindergarten programs needs reviewing with regard to the amount and type of pre-reading
training given, based upon individually diagnosed needs.
This level of teaching may well employ phonics, but phonics used
in conjunction with the techniques explored in the investigation will
prove to be more effective than phonics used in isolation.
The cooperation of the supervisory school personnel must be
enlisted in order to create.a flexible and individualized climate of
instruction.
Although any program may be considered good if the pupil appears
to be well adjusted, there is much more that can be done for the kindergartener.

During the first years of schooling, a careful diagnosis can

expose many weak areas of achievement. Subsequently, those areas may be
strengthened by appropriate instruction thus 1ayi ng the groundwork for
future academic achievement.
Since this investigation - at the time of its inception - was
unique by reason of its early diagnosis followed by prescribed instruction,
it is proposed that further studies be initiated in varying economic and
geographic locations to support the findings.
The ramifications of incorporating such a program in bi-lingual
and/or culturally deprived areas could be dramatic providing the following
points are consistently and carefully covered:
1) All children should receive adequate screening for potential
learning difficulties.
2)

Instruction (individual) should be directly related to identified problem areas.

3) Professional and

para-profession~ls

must be trained in
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individual instruction and interpretation of learning problems.
4) Cooperation of supervisory personnel is mandatory.
5)

Instruction in the preparation of relevant practice materials
should be available.

6) Post instruction testing for evaluative purposes is mandatory.
This new approach to reading problems can be a preventative
measure against reading failure when properly carried out.
that there will be some replication.

It is hoped

APPENDIX
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KINDERGARTEN INVESTIGATION
CODE KEY: CARD 1 : (cont.)
Item
8. Mahon Test
a. Cognitive Functions
I. DIQ l=plus = 95 and over, score 1
O=minus = 94 and below, score 0
II. Verba 1 Fluency
III. Writing name (fi.rst or first and
last with letters in sequence and
no omissions)
IV. Writing numerals (up to number 8
in sequence)
v. Following directions (are 3 of the
4 directions followed correctly)
b.

c.
d.

Visual Motor Coordination
I. Copying designs (standard)
II. Copying designs (advanced)
III. Copying letters and numerals (§. of
9 to be reproduced with good
closure, form, direction and proportion)
IV. Copying words
v. Reversals of letters or numerals
(absent)
VI. Eye-hand coordination
Body Coordination (on 9 items)
Visual Discrimination
I. Matching designs (4 out of 5 correct
II. Matching words (with no others
(marked)

e. Auditory Discrimination
I. Discrimination of letter sounds
II. Discrimination of words identified
by sound or initial consonant
f.

Social-Emotional
I. Body Image (single score)
II. Dependency (a,b,c)
III. Withdrawal (d,e)
IV. Frustration tolerance (f)
v. Aggression (g)
VI. Attention span (h,i)

Spaces

1
1

50
51

1

52

1

53

1

54

1
1

56

1
1

57
58

1
1

59
60

1

61

1
1

62
63

1

64

1

65

1
1
1
1
1
1

66
67
68
69
70
71

Blank
9.

Card number

Field

55

72-79
1

80
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KINDERGARTEN INVESTIGATION
CODE KEY: CARD 2
·spaces

Item
10.

Field

Identification number of pupil
(repeat item #1 for Card 2)

3

1 - 3

11. Group, Experimental or Control
(repeat item #2 for Card 2)

1

4

12. School, random number
(repeat item #3 for Card 2)

2

5 - 6

1

7

2

8 - g

2

10-11

2

12 -13

2

14 -15

2

16 -17

2

18 -1g

1

20

1

21

2

22 -23

1

24

1

25 .

1
1

26'
27

1

28

Blank
13. Metropolitan Readiness Test: Form A
a. Word meaning
{0-16)
.
b. Listening
{0-16)
c. Matching
{0-14)
d. Alphabet
( 0-16)
e. Numbers
{0-26}
f. Copying
(0-14)
g. Draw-a-man
{O=E, immature; r=D, below average;
2=C, average; 3=B, above average;
4=A, superior)
Blank
14. Houghton Mifflin Survey Test
a. Test I Using Context. and Letter-Sound
Associations (0-13)
b. Test II.Context and first letter of
a printed word (0-9)
Blank
15. Lippincott
Book A
I. Consonant Recognition
a. Initial .(0-8)
b. Terminal .(0-8)
II. Word Recognition:
. (0-8) .

Initial Sound Clues .

r
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KINDERGARTEN INVESTIGATION
CODE KEY: CARD 2 (cont.)
Spates
III.

Field

Blends
a. Initial (0-8)
b. Terminal (0-6)

1
1

29
30

Vowel Recognition
a. Rhyming Words (0-5)
b. Missing Vowels (0-5)

1
1

31

1

33

1
1

34
35

Blank

1

36

Lippincott
Book B
I. Sound Recognition
a. Initial Consonants (0-6)
b. Initial and Terminal Blends (0-9)

1
1

37
38

2

39 -40

2

41 -42

1
1

43
44

1

45

1
1

46
47

1

48

3

49 -51

Blank

1

52

Card #2

1

53

IV.

V. Word Completion (0-7)
VI.

II.

Comprehension
a. Sentence (0-6)
b. Completion (0-7)

Syllabication (0-20)

III. Word Recognition
a. Picture Clues (0-14)
IV.

Vowels and Digraphs
a. Word Recognition (0-4)
b. Word Completion (0-4)

V. Sentence Comprehension (0-5)
VI.

Paragraph Comprehension
a. Written (0-5)
b. Oral (0-5)

Blank
16. Test Aggregate (total of 3 tests)
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A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE METHODS USED BY MAJOR
READING SERIES AND THOSE USED IN
THIS INVESTIGATION
Major Reading Series

r~ahon

System

Alphabet Names vs. Sounds
1. Alphabetic letter names are

1. Sounds are taught first and

taught first.

letter names later when the

Comment: Reading is not a pro-

child has mastered the first

cess of combining letter names

steps in reading.

to form words but rather it is

Comment: This is accomplished

the combinations of sounds.

by a speech-oriented program

In order to arrive at the

where sounds receive identi-

sound represented by a letter

fying names, such as "the

name, the child must eliminate

puffing sound", "the buzzing

the vowel in the letter name

sound", etc.

from his auditory reception and
then attempt to produce the
sound.
Example: The name of the letter
''1" is ''el" and the sound is
"1-1". The child. must eliminate the initial vowel sound in
learning the sound represented
by "1". Letter names for c- gh- q- w- x- y- ch- th- and whdo not relate to their corresponding sounds.
54
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Major Reading Series

Mahon System

Configuration of Letter Association with
Stimuli:· Word Clue vs. Mouth Set
2. The configuration of the letter

2. The configuration of the

is taught for recognition by

letter is associated with the

superimposing it upon a picture.

sound which it represents.

This picture illustrates a word

Comment: This is accomplished

whose initial sound is repre-

by the configuration of the

sented by· the letter being

letter serving as a clue to a

taught. Some systems simply

mouth set which will produce

teach the names of the letters

the sound. Children with short

and their configurations by rote,

auditory memories have diffi-

or sandpaper repetition.

culty in remembering the sound

Comment: Repetition and rote

which is both tangible and

procedures omit the most impor-

abstract.

tant channel for the child to

Example: The configuration of

learn the association of stimuli.

"m'' is superimposed upon the

The superimposing of the letter

upper lip of the Indian girl

symbol over a picture does have

in the illustration.

associative significance;

produced by pressing the

however, the hindrances will be

1ightly together.

noted below under #3.

"m" is
~
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Major·Reading Series

Mahon System

Sound-Symbol Association: Word
· · · · · · · · .Clu~·vs. Isolation·
3. A deductive approach is used.

.. 3.. Sounds are heard in isolation

The sound to be heard •(vi a

but only until they are iden-

letter name) is presented by

tified by the child. Then

means of a word clue.

they are heard in·initial

Example: The letter m is super-

position in words.

imposed over an illustration of

Example:

mice.

identified readily by the

Comment: Recent research in-

child the sound is then used

dicates slower children learn

with a multiple selection of

better from an inductive rather

words beginning in m.

than a deductive approach.
They find it difficult to
isolate the sound

of~

(to

separate it from the rest of the
word auditorially) and then to
transfer the sound to another
word such as mother.

~

- alone.

When
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Major Reading Series

Mahon System

Development of Auditory Discrimination:
·No·clue·vs. Visual Clue
4. Through repetition alone the

4.. Auditory discrimination is

child is expected to develop

channeled through visual clues,

auditory discrimination skills.

vis., mouth set.

Comment: If the sound is not

Comment: Auditory discrimina-

clearly identified by the child

tion should follow visual

to begin with, he is unable to

assistance, not precede it, if

discriminate it from other

there is an auditory deficiency.

sounds. Ask him if "hot" and

Visual channels provide a con-

"top" begin with the same sound

crete basis for the illusive

and he cannot te l1 you.

speech sound.
Example: The child is asked if
the words "hot" and "top" begin
alike. He has learned that
"hot" begins with the mouth
open; "top" begins with the
teeth c1osed·. He is he 1ped to
"hear" the difference.

·Mahon·system

Major Reading Series

Sequence:· Inconsistent
vs. Consistent Pattern.

Left-to~Right

5. The linguistic base for onesyllable words is not presented

5.·. Consonants are taught in
· initial position only, then

in left-to-right sequential

with the vowel as a pivot.

order. Children are asked to

Final consonants are added

i.dentify initial and final con-

last.

sonants and vowels in random

Comment: The child who is

order.

seeking some organizational
structure to the formation of
words can learn the consonantvowel-consonant linguistic
pattern without confusion.
Grouping of Consonants and of Vowels:
Intermingled vs; DiScrete

6. Consonants are not learned in a

6. Consonants are learned as one

. group but rather as a series of

entire group found in ini.tial

groups with vowels intermingled.

position at first with vowel
added next.

Left-to-right

sequence is preserved for the
child. With the pattern of
the vowel as

a pivot he has no

difficulty in seeing how "pan"

can

become "plan".
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Major Reading Series

Mahon System

Recognition of Vowel Sound: Word Clue Alone
vs. Word.Clue with-Identifying Gesture
7. Vowels are presented by means of

7. Word clues are used for the

word clues with no assistance

identification of short vowels

for the child to isolate the

because a vowel sound can be

sound.

prolonged in articulation

Comment: The short vowel a

whereas a consonant sound

begins the word "apple" which

usually cannot. This prolon-

serves as a clue. The slow-

gation in speech production of

learning child cannot isolate

a vowel helps the child to

the sound of short a from its

"hear" it. However, he needs

integration with other sounds

help in isolating the sound

in the word "apple" any more

for use in other words. The

than he could isolate conson-

separation of the vowel sound

ant sounds for identification

from its word clue is accom-

and discrimination.

p1i shed by means of a ki nes-·
thetic approach, i.e., a
gesture. The child says the
whole word clue and then begins
to say the word again.

He is

stopped by a gesture after
uttering the vowel. Thus he is
able to hear it and reproduce
it.
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Major Reading·series

Mahon System

Memory for Vowel Sounds: Without vs. With
Associative Stimuli··
8. The child is expected to dis-

\

8. Vowels are printed in the

criminate short vowel sounds by

child's workbook and on

means of word clues alone.

practice sheets. The color

Comment: The slow-learning child

of the vowel evokes the word

has difficulty remembering the

clue.

vowel sounds attached to word

Example: Red a evokes the word

clues.

clue "apple",

yellow~

evokes

the word clue "egg'', etc.
Blending:· Without vs; With Support
9. Blending is taught by sup-

9. Blending is assumed to be a
matter of "saying the letter

porting the child in the

sounds fast".

initial stages. The vowel is

Comment: Blending is a highly

first combined with a conson-

specialized skill and difficult

ant that is a continuant such

for the slow-learning child.

as

It

~. ~·

f, etc. Then by means

cannot be 1earned by "saying the

of a chart the child combines

sounds fast".

the other consonants with the
vowel by means of rhyming.
Plosives are learned last.
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Major Reading Series

Mahon·system

Rules for Vowels: Complex·vs; ·simple
10. Rules for vowels are not pre-

10. Use of vowels is simplified

sented in the least common

into one rule for one-syllable

denominator.

words: when there is one

~"

Rules for "magic

digraphs, etc. are taught

separately.

vowel it is usually short;
when there are two the first
has its alphabet name. This
is accomplished by means of a
delightful story about the
little rabbit and Mrs. Alphabet.
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School • •••••••••••.•••••. , c . . . . . . . . .
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A'JDITORY DISCRININATi:il!l

Hn·.,~ thr. :. t.u.rii·nt t.t.t;.? a ~iARK-eR u.nd~r o~'!.eh linos.
1"~1t'~ t".ia«:.b.i.tr '-~fi...l pr::;Sc:r:t ·::n~<Uy iiha n..?.!'l1:13 of tho
.,bJ.:::.c ti! ttl F:<l~h t.-·ot·f b<:"~ft'ir'C! s:i:;rl!!(:; tho-) ~.n.sf::•lJt:•.tion fox•
f! rtr..l~

the.

":.."'·rr.

qe-;>inl\
f:t •.1._· ~-i b~~a-
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11 !'~
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Ob};.~t-..; :-J18C ll.~O toget-he!... · tn th.B 3s:.:'id pie'i;1.;r.g r13 sh.n t;i\"CS
oro.e. C(J~hicut!•"Jn in ftar.h rowe Do not I'F)p&a.t. omnbinat:f.on

til t.trc'Je,
SM·\PLB rm..: is for pr:act)..-..i'ltRAH S(;I)RE e<j.\Wlo SCALED SCORE. Acld to SC!IL.'"ll :~CCRE for

TEST A - lb.
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A;miTORY DJ:SC'RJ}lrNATIOl'T
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VISuAL DISCRU~:nt",.TION CF Sl'~QTIEll"CE
IN :HtlMERAI..S A1ID WOWS

H&.V$ th.a studont, use a ~L:L11K"'2lt under &et(;h lin'9o.
'l'he sti.4dant "ll·i:a circla th9 n"Ul1leri!l.l or word L?J. the
li"J.:>t tl;;;....,ae ool"Uiilr..s th~,t rn tchas the l!II':!lOZ'al or lror.d
i:1 the r~r-st column.,
!Ji.!ll'l lab~ll<>ll S.&:iil::,"l~.>

SC:OR!NG ~

is :pr·ac tiee J.l!l.3 ~

Ra-w g,;_;:oN tcr 1~ 1;(. (I-Tu.m.sralll) aqu.uls S!Jal;;ld Saoroao
Raw SrlOrtt fer ;;..; o (ofo:roa) .;,qu~aa Sr:s.led Sco:r•eo
TotsJ. Raw ScOX'a 1~ 8 equaL:J Totsl Scel eiJ S'oorao
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AUDITORY .1\..~D VJ:SUl\.L 'P!SCRIH!NATIGN: OP' LETTER SOUNDS
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At:"DITORY J.J.m VTS'iJAL DT.SGRTIHNA'!'ION
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6.

DIQ. and Verbal Fluency

'rEST C-1

BA~-r

LGORE

~evi~tion IntolliLence ~~otient (IIQ)
(Lor~·e ~horndike Ir1telli -cnce ~est
l~a,-,!L1istePec1

SCOtUFG:

Level)
iiay, 1971

?:Y

~-C:OY:i

-- 12

-equals Scaled Score

(RS .- :·;s)

(12

'~ES'i'

DA1..' 3COP.E

C - 2

(not cvl.li.:la ti ve)

!
1'h(:) stv.dsnt t:csually conc:.mnicates
in

t~1e

follol·rini..~ ·::t.~E1l1cr:

1. ?i•ac tic ally noncmrmica ti ve

••••••

2. Fi th be lou a vepa,~e content and
belcH o. vera:.~e fluency

3.
l~.

'·'it~l 11c~ecyate

contei\t but
be lou :.:~.'tEn:a~;e fluency

4

'-~ith

. . . •••

''i tl1 -~ooa content and av&rase

6

••••••••••• • •••••• • •

8

Fi tl1 ;~oof contont and e1~tr0me
flue11cy
. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .•••.

10

i'lV.8l1CY

5.

. •... •

2

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _j
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vmiBAr. A.;rtr'l'Y.'
Co!l'lpM'honslon - !i'oUO".r.l.ng Directions
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SCALED SCORE
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'f'lLA teachl?r will :.:5.1•.·) tho l'o:U.owing dir·oet:i.cnll
c:i-P.ll;r for the· rhHri ~o f'!'llr ...:. They mAy Cl) l"el'·'lr.ted
·.
f"'.
..
(!?.e gu!"e ~h.~ l'h il('! J.:·::o~r!J the na..·ne of. t"'V~h p1c·tur~.)

.........
,,~,.../')

~

n·z-n Box 1 f1r~.w s 1!~.._~ t:ror..t tho ·... -T.etu:re of t.hE'
;~~~

to tha

l~~f

to

n ::-n. !'lo:z ? rlrat~ t-Jo cl('t-g
t:hey "--''"' hoth :tnt5 :W"' ~"

tho E92S•fi

.!.!!,r< ~-~ the .~Prl" ~ fle !H11'e

"fr-, Po,; I~ il:-a~ O~l"' d. rnlr• nx-o~ t:>V<"rythi.ng Q:lf('Apt
t;''"'· •'F!J.~. Bc'"iili're· yott mr.k~ only on') d.rcle."
S~Co~tD~fJ·:

G:.\r~·?. 1>=YI.ntr1 t'or J)a.ch cor.·rsot l"O?ponr.:no ·
RAVi .:.~0RE e;y:.;.g,ls SCAL!-~D SCORR.
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10.

EXPRESSION
Articuln tion
TEST

D.; 1

RAl!>/ SCORE
( cumulo. ti ve)

( t) Put the potatoes on the ,!able.
(j )

~ack

cho.n3ed his oro.nB,e.

(1) It looks like a balloon or

0.

bo.ll.

(ch) He was wo. tc hing for the chur£!!.
ng) (zh) The baby put his fi£tiers on the televi&on.

(sh) She wo.s washing a dish,
(r) The £!lbbit £O.n a£ound,
(v) She ho.d o.

~elyet glo~e.

(th) I think Hother made a birthday cake,
r blend) ££ing my present of

~ayons,

1 blend) Please paint the clock blue,

(s) Sister likes the sunLmer,
(z) The

~ipper clo~e~,

(st-wh) Stop the wheel awhile,
(sk) i1y

~ooter

is near the desk,
SCALED SCORE _ _

RAl\f SCORE ~-

One point for each
correct sentence

(RS

= SS)

ADHilHS'I'RATIOH:

'l: .·' tenclwr •rill nrticula te ench sentence clearly and the

stw\~ ... ·., will repeat the
the ., ~vdc;nt articulates

each sentence,
SCORING:

sentence, The teacher •rill note •rhether
the sound of the underlined letter in

One point is given for eo.ch correct sentence.
The teo.cher may repoc.t the sentence if necessary.
RAbl SCORE equo.ls SCALED SCORE,

180

·.it.

I

~t:td

'."RS'r D- 2

TEST D-

3

~

r---------···-·--·------.
(Nr..:YIG )

I.

I
I

I

I
I

l
'

'
PJ'.':f SCOPE
~
St;ALED ~CORE
.
(R3 X 2 =: 3 . 3 ) -

I

'---------·

RA\ol SGORE
SG~'l>

SCORE
(RS -:: SS)
-

:___j'

~---------------(Revers a side of pRge\

Rav~ th~ Rt.'.J.'1"'nl: p:t-int 'hi.s nruna on on"> sido of tho :pngeo

E'P.V<:> t.h!> s t.nd.;mt wri t:-s mr.:rtnJ•Rls i.n or1sr h9ginnillg ld th ~

on
SCORTifG:

tm

rev'lrs.:~ ~>iJ"'

of

th~ pnco~

ll-"H ~r0nx: G~hr;:o fo1.:r p~ints up to a..1.d. including
f'our letters :tr compl.,te first ~e is printed.
•J.l.ve O!'!'=l.poi:nt fer ,,,a~h correct lett~r bf>;rond
t'ou:• if the>y >:>..ro i:r. th~ right. s&cl'.tc.nee.

R!M SCORE timBS 2 aquilla SCALRD SCORE.
~!1~<9:!"!\.1 D

RA'.-J SCOT<F: Gi VG or...e p~int fOl' Mu:h cor~et·
----mL17\>;J.'al if th.;.y ;).ra in the x•ight seq-:.vHice.
PJ.\ltl 3COrtJ? oquals SC:AT.:SU SCORE.
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-~·-·-···

..........

~---

·-----------···-·-----!

SCVH.IW~:

Gi1.m ~rtf:; r.~";int ~~nr ~;t.c·~ C~.f !::·Jo fo11:-:r.:..;J.ne~
!fll C:,C-it~14tt}.Vlto

R.<~~f S~·:>?J::

RAW scc:-B:
(Curou.J.utiv-a)

D;.ea tl~n. stlv10~.1t:

. ..
..................... ..
~

i-1Jlt~'t' ~11 C:t\IBU.l~-C
0VdrlR[Jp~11g'?

~

.j ..
~

Co:~1>~-l\t.,

orr

81'\Ch ~r·..:."ltO'bC~ ~ithl'lut: got.'1.g
thv ·p~gi:-?
.............. ' ••
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EXPRESSION
Body Coordination

TEST D-

5

The teucher will ,~i ve one point for 'euch of the followins accomplishments:
RA111 SCORE

Does the child:

{cumulative)

1. Skip using feet alternately?
2. Hop on one foot?

'3• Balance standing on one leg for
10 11 eyes closed?

4.

1Afalk around room on tiptoe?

S.

Falk a straie:;ht line?

6. vJalk and stand with normal posture?
7. \1Talk dm.nstairs v!ith alternate feet?
I

8. 'rhrow a ball at a target?
RAv.f SCORE

SCALED SCORE
(RS = SS)

The teacher will complete the above data.

.. -....

Eli:PP.ESS IOlf ·
83

... -II/;

Drll.w-- e.- Na.'l Taa t

RAW SCOi1E

/.k_

SCALE:!!
SCORE

(Rs ::ns)

Tell t.ht. s";uti,nt to ,~,J:"fl.'r7 a. mm.

thgt yen (\a..~ .. "
SCOR TNG:

Ji1..

Dre.w the bout

RAW SCORR ( cu:·ml a ti vs)

RAW SCORE

Giv.- one roJ.nt for <~ch of tho follovlng
·body P!lrts dra1m:
!Ier..d ••••••••• , .............. .
Ey~ or o:;.l):J •••.~., ••• , ••••••

..... ~,~···~··••·••·~··

Noso

?·10::'J.th •" • • e " • , • • t • " • t • • • " • • "
ff'a.1.r or h:•.t ••··~·~ ..... ., •• ,.
Tr1o.~k - two d.!r:~n-t:1cnsJ. •· •••
1\.Y> lrg3 .... , ........... ,~ •••
':\rn 3.l.'Tr1n , , •• , ... , • , • ~ , •••• , •
'1\:o leg5
f'£.:et inj15_ct1i;e.d , •
'!';~ arr.t:~ -. hnnds or f'j_nr.~ore

in!"lien.tc.:J- ••••
1

!!:'t"C:bl !JliS , , , ", • • .. • • , , , • • • • •,

ED.rs •• ·, ........, •••••• , •••••
Pupils !n .,:ran ...... ~ ••• , •• ,
Cloth t:s •.~ •••••••• ,., ....... .
Tl.'O ~ime>1s ionnl ls;:;s
Two d :t.-r.·on-:J icl"'..n.l ar.w

.........
......

l!AW SCWF. EHl'lRla .SCALCD :':CORE,

-

r.t?.n
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